
   

       

  Get Well Creative Thoughts Gift
 
£101.28

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
You can wish love, health and happiness upon someone but
sometimes there is something more you can do... you can send a
thoughtful get well soon gift filled with creative, inspiring sentiments.

  Details
 
Believe it or not, tapping into our creative energy can actually improve our overall health. This might sound too good to be true, but simply
engaging in creative behaviour such as adult colouring can improve brain function, mental health and physical health. If you know someone
who isn't themselves recently and is feeling quite uninspired, this get-well soon gift would be ideal to lift their spirits and remind them to spend
some time focusing on their mental health. Our all new Creative Thoughts Get-Well gift basket has lots of stimulating activities packed inside,
such as an adult colouring book and pencils, a brain training game, Rubik's square puzzle, colour block cube, a fun bucket list, and a brain games
puzzle book with the quote from Albert Einstein, "creativity is intelligence having fun". Sometimes we just need to give people a reminder of
how special and important they are. After sending this wonderful get-well gift they will realise exactly how special and unique they are. When
creating gifts we never forget about the tasty snack element of a hamper, for our new Creative Thoughts Get-Well gift we included healthy,
guilt free snacks. Such as ethical chocolate, organic oat cookies, chocolate enrobed fruits and other interesting treats. There is also a traditional
get-well soon drink of apple juice to accompany the snacks. Creative Thoughts Get-Well gift basket has a pretty pink colour theme running
through it, illuminating sentiments of self love and inner peace. After a relaxing afternoon engaging in some of the creative puzzles within this
gift basket the recipient will be feeling more refreshed mentally. Send this get-well gift basket of happiness and love to someone who needs
some extra love, support, and health. 

Additional Information
 
Contents Colouring Book & Pencils Pocket Posh Brain Games Brain Paint Puzzle Tabletop Bucket List by Lagoon

Colour Block Puzzle by Professor Puzzle Rubik's Magic Square Blueberries in Chocolate by Chocca Mocca,
110g Almond Biscotti Tea Biscuits by Rhythm 108, 135g Mixed Chocolate Buttons by Gnaw, 150g Original
Oat Biscuits by Kilbeggan, 200g Salted Caramel Milk Chocolate Bar by Gnaw, 100g Pure Apple Juice by Long
Meadow, 250ml Medium Open Wicker Basket Gift wrapped and decorated in hand tied ribbon & bow Gift
Card for your personalised message  
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